
 

Gospel   Mark 10: 17–30 

This passage is the third teaching from Jesus as he travels the 80 miles 
southward from Galilee to Jerusalem (Mark 8: 25 to 10: 45). We have 
read in the past few weeks of how Jesus deals with the questions of 
marriage, divorce, and children. Today he focuses on money and riches in 
the context of discipleship. It is a development of his injunction at the 
beginning of Mark’s Gospel: ‘Come, and follow me’ (Mark 1: 16). 

‘What must I do to inherit eternal life?’ 

The eternal life mentioned here could be also called the Kingdom of God, 
or salvation. Jesus’s response will show that what matters is not so much 
‘doing’ as ‘giving’. 

‘You know the commandments’ 

Jesus quotes the commandments as they appear in the Jewish Torah, as 
any rabbi of the time would have done. He is advocating first of all the 
need to follow traditional Jewish morality.  

‘From my earliest days …’ 

Although this story is often referred to as that of the ‘Rich Young Man’, 
there is nothing in Mark’s version which indicates the man’s age.  

‘There is one thing you lack …’ 

Mark shows Jesus advocating keeping the traditional commandments, 
but also going beyond them. To be a disciple you must ‘love one another 
just as [he has] loved you’ (John 13: 34). This, of course, involves self- 
sacrifice and denial. 

The disciples were astounded 

Their beliefs were still shaped by the Old Testament. It was widely held at 
the time that wealth was a sign of God’s favour. In the Book of Job, for 
example, God gives Job his fortune back as a sign that he has regained 
God’s favour (Job 42: 10–17). 

‘It is easier for a camel to pass through the eye of a needle’ 

Much has been written about this phrase. For some scholars it is simply a 
proverbial expression or an Aramaic exaggeration; for others the 
‘Needle’s eye’ was an actual gate in Jerusalem. Such gates existed in most 
cities. They enabled people to enter the town after the main gate had 
been closed. They measured 3 ft x 4 ft, and a camel could only enter 
kneeling if all it carried had been off-loaded. The parallel between the 
unloading of a camel and the unloading of our possessions is clear. 

However, many theologians think this interpretation was given to make 
Jesus’s pronouncement less harsh and more acceptable to listeners. 

Second Reading   Hebrews 4: 12–13 

Our reading of the Letter to the Hebrews began last Sunday and continues 
until Sunday 33 of Ordinary Time (seven consecutive Sundays in all). Its 
author is unknown, though the inspired quality of the text has always been 
accepted. It reads more like an exhortation or written sermon than a letter, 
and its theology is very rich. It speaks of Christ’s effective priesthood and his 
divine and human nature, which enables him to share in and sympathise 
with human suffering.  

The short passage set for today is sometimes 
seen as the ’go-to’ text for anyone called 
upon to read Scripture in Church. It 
emphasises that the word of God is not 
simply a dead letter recorded in a book from 
long ago. Rather it is alive and active and is 
not to be taken lightly. It is as sharp as any 

double-edged sword and can ‘uncover everything’, even our innermost 
thoughts. If we let it go to the core of our being it will demand our 
response. 

The expression ‘word of God’ is not confined simply to the literal meaning 
of ‘Scripture’. In the Greek, logos (‘the word’) comes from Greek Stoic 
philosophy and has several other meanings, including ‘essence’ or 
‘substance of the Divine’ – reminding us of the opening of St John’s Gospel: 
‘In the beginning was the Word: the Word was with God, and the Word was 
God’ (John 1: 1). 
When we consider what the word can do – as, for example, its ability to 
‘judge the secret emotions and thoughts’, as described in today’s passage, 
it is clear that these properties are those of God.  

The sword image for the word of God is not unique to this passage. St Paul 
also uses it in his letter to the Ephesians: ‘Receive the word of God from the 
Spirit as a sword’ (Ephesians 6: 17). We also find swords in the Old 
Testament at the entrance of the garden of Eden to ‘guard the way to the 
tree of life’ (Genesis 3: 24), while in the Book of Wisdom, the ‘all-powerful 
word of God … like a sharp sword’ brings death to the Egyptians (Wisdom 
18: 14–18). 
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